
 
 

Why I’m Proud to Work in the Title Insurance Industry 

By TLTA Staff 
Feb. 15, 2017 

TLTA would like to thank all of our members who wrote to us and told us why they're proud to 
work in the title insurance industry. Below is a partial list of submissions in the order received. 
(Note: If you would like to submit a quote of approximately 20 words or less, you can send your 
response to Sarah Ruiz, Communications Manager.) 

 

“I help others to make their dreams and goals reality. Closing a property always creates joy for someone 
involved.” 

–Kristina Kelley, American Title Company of Houston 

 

“Title defects can put investment at risk. Title Insurance secures investment, creates stable communities 
and grows wealth for families.” 

–Barbara James, Stewart Title Guaranty Company 

 

“I love that I have been able to help sellers get title issues solved so that they may proceed to closing.” 

–Beverly Becker, American Title Company of Houston 

 

“It is the largest purchase most people will make, buying a home. I am proud to help others reach their 
‘American Dream’.” 

–Doyla Burrell, Independence Title 
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“As a title employee, I know my work protects the largest, most important asset most people will ever 
own.” 

–Tammy Maddox-Meier, Chicago Title of Texas, LLC 

 

“Our industry has no barrier for entry and provides everyone a true opportunity to succeed regardless of 
race, sex, age and education.” 

–Evan Koymarianos, North American Title Company 

 

“We protect real property values by protecting real property records, keeping real estate valuable for all 
buyers.” 

–Greg Nix, Exodus Title, LLC 

 

“As Pele said, ‘It is hard work, perseverance, learning, studying, sacrifice and most of all, love…’ and 
passion for what you do that makes working within the bend and flex of the title industry fulfilling. Pride 
in playing a vital role in the largest financial decision one might ever make combined with collaborative 
success between underwriting, title agents, Realtors and lenders, all supporting one another to insure 
peace of mind for families.” 

–Angela Fling, Stewart Title Guaranty Company 

 

“I am proud to be a title professional in Texas because I help protect families’ homes and property 
rights.” 

–Dawn Bowers, University Title Company 

 

“The title insurance industry offers women the opportunity to create amazing careers for themselves 
and to support their families.” 

–Nikki Jackson, Fidelity National Title Agency, Inc. 

 

“We all work hard to produce a valuable product that helps protect others.” 

–Kent W. Simmons, Stewart Title Guaranty Company 

 



“Knowing I make a difference in how a transaction is perceived by the consumer, and protecting their 
investment!” 

–Karen C. Plummer, North American Title Company 

 

“I am proud to be part of an industry that protects the constitutional right to own property.” 

–Kim Hesley, Kendall County Abstract Company 

 

“Title agents are just good hard-working people! Over 90 percent of Texas title agents are small 
businesses, mostly family businesses across the state who deliver personal service to their neighbors to 
insure accurate transfers of title in their communities.” 

–Marian Cones, Integrity Title Company, LLC 

 

“I’ve always loved helping others, and in the title industry, we help others realize the American dream. 
We give peace of mind to people for the largest and most stressful investment in their lives.” 

–Colleen Watts, Republic Title of Texas 

 

“We help buyers make their dreams come true, and we assist sellers in moving to the next chapter of 
their lives. In most cases, this is the biggest investment of their lives on both ends, and they rely on us to 
give them the peace of mind and the ease to navigate this intricate transaction.” 

–Tracy Horne, Republic Title of Texas 

 

“Guiding people through one of the biggest financial transactions they will ever have and helping them 
solve issues that can prevent them from being able to close is so rewarding. The satisfaction of helping 
people daily to achieve their dreams of homeownership or an investment property for their future 
makes my day!” 

–Brenda Willems, Republic Title of Texas 


